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  [image: Massive peeled logs frame the doorway to a log home]Imagine
    the strength, warmth, and beauty of a natural log home, combining modern
    building techniques with a rare sense of craftsmanship, handcrafted for you
    in Nova
    Scotia and assembled on your land anywhere in Eastern Canada or the Eastern
    United States.

	
	  "We were fortunate the day we found Heartwood Log Homes...you
	      taught us what the word 'handcrafted' really means. You love
	      what you do and take the time to let the logs give you direction. By
	      working with nature, you make every home you craft unique."  

	      Kathy
      and Deb W.-E. 

  

  There are two ways to tour this website. You can use the menu on the left
    to follow your interests and explore the site in the usual way. Or if you
    want to be sure to see it all, follow the "Next" buttons at the
    bottom of each page. Start here.

  Click on photos to enlarge. All the photos on the site, and more, except
    the ones on the log features page (you can
    add log
    post and beam, log trusses,
    or
    log stairs and railings to
    your conventional home!) can be found in the Photo Gallery. 

  We have built log homes in Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
  Prince Edward Island, Ontario, Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and the
    Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina. 

    Once your log home is built, you'll want to appoint it with furniture that will best accentuate the coziness of the home. Generally, when we say cozy we mean lounge furniture, and in our many years of experience, a double chaise lounge is possibly the finest chair to grace a log home living area. The beauty of the double chaise is it's versatility - it really does fit just about any space.

  
   US Customers: The current exchange rate between the US and Canadian Dollars could result in significant savings for you when we build your log home. Currency converter
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  Heartwood Log Homes Ltd.

Mailing address:

  1624 Stronach Mtn. Rd

  Margaretsville,
 
  Nova Scotia

  Canada B0S 1N0



Worksite/office:

232 Forest Glade Rd., Margaretsville,

  Nova Scotia


 




 

 Tel: (902) 765-6596

  Fax: (902) 765-2414
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